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Abstract— Improved implemented algorithms for solving al-
gebraic Riccati equations using Newton’s method with line
search are discussed. The numerical results illustrate the
advantages of using such algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The numerical solution of algebraic Riccati equations
(AREs) is the key step in many computational methods for
model reduction, filtering, and controller design for linear
control systems. Let A, E ∈ IRn×n, op(B) ∈ IRn×m, and
Q and R be symmetric matrices of suitable dimensions. The
operator op(M) represents either M or MT . In a compact
notation [1], the generalized continuous-time or discrete-
time AREs (CAREs or DAREs, respectively), with unknown
X = XT ∈ IRn×n, are defined as follows:

0 = Q + op(A) T X op(E) + op(E) T X op(A) (1)

− op(L(X))R−1 op(L(X)) T =: Rc(X),
0 = Q − op(E) T X op(E) + op(A) T X op(A) (2)

− op(L̂(X)) R̂(X)−1 op(L̂(X)) T =: Rd(X),

where E (and in the continuous-time case, also R) is
assumed to be nonsingular, and

R̂(X) := R + op(B) T X op(B) (for DARE),

op(L(X)) := op(L) + op(E) T X op(B) (for CARE),

op(L̂(X)) := op(L) + op(A) T X op(B) (for DARE),

with L of suitable size. Define also G :=
op(B)R−1 op(B) T (for CARE). An optimal regulator
problem involves the solution of an ARE with op(M) = M ;
an optimal estimator problem involves the solution of an
ARE with op(M) = MT , input matrix B replaced by
output matrix C ∈ IRp×n, and m replaced by p. In practice,
often the matrices Q and L are given as CT Q̄C and
L = CT L̄, respectively. The subscript c or d for the residual
matrix R(X) will be usually suppressed in the sequel, for
convenience. The solutions of an ARE are the matrices
X = XT for which R(X) = 0. Often, what is needed
is a stabilizing solution, Xs, for which the matrix pair
( op(E) , op(A) − op(BK(Xs)) ) is stable (in a continuous-
or discrete-time sense, respectively), where op(K(Xs)) is
the gain matrix of the optimal regulator or estimator, and

K(X) := R−1 op(L(X)) T , (3)

K(X) := R̂(X)−1 op(L̂(X)) T , (4)
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(with X replaced by Xs) for continuous-time and discrete-
time systems, respectively.

Newton’s method for solving AREs has been considered
by many authors, for instance, [2]–[9]. This paper merely
reports on implementation details. In addition, there are con-
tributions compared to [8], [9]: new and improved stopping
criteria, improved functionality (regarding generality in the
coefficient matrices), a better routine for computing the roots
of a third order polynomial, etc.

II. BASIC THEORY AND NEWTON’S ALGORITHMS

The following assumptions are made.

Assumptions A:
• Matrix E is nonsingular.
• Matrix pair ( op(E)−1 op(A) , op(E)−1 op(B) ) is sta-

bilizable (in a continuous- or discrete-time sense, re-
spectively).

• Matrix R = RT is positive definite (R > 0) for a
CARE, and non-negative definite (R ≥ 0) for a DARE.

• A stabilizing solution Xs of CARE/DARE exists and it
is unique; moreover, R̂(Xs) > 0 for a DARE.

The algorithms considered in the sequel are enhancements
of Newton’s method, which employ a line search procedure
to minimize (for CAREs) or try to reduce (for DAREs) the
residual along the Newton direction.

The conceptual algorithm can be stated in the following
form:

Algorithm N: Newton’s method with line search for ARE

Input: The coefficient matrices E, A, B, Q, R, and L, and
an initial matrix X0 = XT

0 .
Output: The approximate solution Xk of ARE.

FOR k = 0, 1, . . . , kmax, DO
1) If convergence or non-convergence is detected, return

Xk and/or a warning or error indicator value.
2) Compute Kk := K(Xk) with (3) or (4), and set

op(Ak) = op(A) − op(BKk) .
3) Solve in Nk the continuous- or discrete-time general-

ized Lyapunov equation

op(Ak) T Nk op(E) + op(E) T Nk op(Ak) =−Rc(Xk),
op(Ak) T Nk op(Ak) − op(E) T Nk op(E) =−Rd(Xk).

4) Find a step size tk which exactly or approximately
minimizes ‖R(Xk + tNk)‖2

F (with respect to t).
5) Update Xk+1 = Xk + tkNk.

END



Standard Newton’s algorithms are obtained by taking tk = 1
at Step 4 at each iteration. When the initial matrix X0 is far
from a Riccati equation solution, the Newton’s method with
line search often outperforms the standard Newton’s method.
Newton’s method (with or without line search) is best used
as a defect correction method [10], delivering the maximal
possible accuracy when starting from a good approximate
solution.

Based on [7], a basic property for standard Newton’s
algorithms can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1 (Convergence of Algorithm N, standard case):
If the Assumptions A hold, and X0 is stabilizing, then the
iterates of the Algorithm N with tk = 1 satisfy

(a) All matrices Xk are stabilizing.
(b) Xs ≤ · · · ≤ Xk+1 ≤ Xk ≤ · · · ≤ X1.
(c) limk→∞ Xk = Xs.
(d) Global quadratic convergence: There is a constant
γ > 0 such that

‖Xk+1 − Xs‖ ≤ γ‖Xk − Xs‖2, k ≥ 1.
A basic property for the Newton’s algorithms with line

search for CAREs can be stated as follows:
Theorem 2 (Convergence of Algorithm N for CAREs): If

the Assumptions A hold, X0 is stabilizing, and, in addition,
( op(E)−1 op(A) , op(E)−1 op(B) ) is controllable and
tk ≥ tL > 0, for all k ≥ 0, then the iterates of the
Algorithm N satisfy

(a) All iterates Xk are stabilizing.
(b) ‖R(Xk+1)‖F ≤ ‖R(Xk)‖F and equality holds if

and only if R(Xk) = 0.
(c) limk→∞ R(Xk) = 0.
(d) limk→∞ Xk = Xs.
(e) In a neighbourhood of Xs convergence is quadratic.
(f) limk→∞ tk = 1.

Theorem 2 does not ensure monotonic convergence of the
iterates Xk in terms of definiteness, contrary to the standard
case (Theorem 1, item (b)). On the other hand, under
the specified conditions, Theorem 2 states the monotonic
convergence of the residuals to 0, which is not true for
the standard algorithms. It is conjectured that Theorem 2
also holds under the weaker assumption of stabilizability
instead of controllability. This is supported by the numerical
experiments.

Theorem 2 does not hold for DAREs, for which fewer
results are available. One such result [7] states that if Xk is
stabilizing, then Nk computed by Algorithm N is a descent
direction for ‖Rd(Xk)‖2

F from Xk, unless Xk = Xs.

III. DEVELOPED ALGORITHMS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

The essential steps of Algorithm N will be detailed below,
with emphasis on CAREs.

Continuous-time AREs can be put in a simpler form,
which is more convenient for Newton’s algorithms. Specifi-
cally, setting

op(Ã) = op(A) − op(B)R−1 op(L) T ,

Q̃ = Q − op(L)R−1 op(L) T , (5)

after redefining A and Q as Ã and Q̃, respectively, equa-
tion (1) reduces to

0 = op(A) T X op(E) + op(E) T X op(A)
− op(E) T XGX op(E) + Q =: R(X), (6)

or, in the standard case (E = In), to

0 = op(A) T X + X op(A) − XGX + Q =: R(X). (7)

It is more economical to solve these equations, since oth-
erwise the calculations in (5) must be performed at each
iteration.

Algorithm N was implemented in Fortran 77 subroutines
SG02CD for CAREs and SG02DD for DAREs following the
SLICOT Library [11]–[13] Implementation and Documenta-
tion standard1.

The implemented algorithms deal with generalized al-
gebraic Riccati equations without inverting the matrix E.
This is very important for numerical reasons, especially
when E is ill-conditioned with respect to inversion. Standard
algebraic Riccati equations (including the case when E is
specified as In, or even [ ] in MATLAB), are solved with
the maximal possible efficiency. Moreover, both control and
filter algebraic Riccati equations can be solved by the same
routine, using an option (“mode”) parameter, which specifies
the op operator.

For instance, SG02CD solves either the generalized
CARE (6) or standard CARE (7) using Newton’s method
with line search. There is an option for solving related AREs
with the minus sign replaced by a plus sign in front of the
quadratic term. Moreover, instead of the symmetric matrix G,
G = op(B)R−1 op(B) T , the n-by-m matrix op(B) and the
symmetric and invertible m-by-m matrix R, or its Cholesky
factor, may also be given. The iteration is started by an initial
(stabilizing) matrix X0, which can be omitted, if the zero
matrix can be used. Either the upper, or lower triangles of
the symmetric matrices Q, G (or R), and X0 need to be
stored. Since the solution computed by a Newton algorithm
generally depends on initialization, another option specifies if
the stabilizing solution is to be found. In this case, the initial
matrix X0 must be stabilizing, and a warning is issued if this
property does not hold; moreover, if the computed X is not
stabilizing, an error is issued.

A maximum allowed number of iteration steps, kmax,
is specified on input, and the number of iteration steps
performed is returned on exit.

If m ≤ n/3, the algorithm is faster if a factorization
G = DDT is used instead of G itself. Usually, the routine
uses the Cholesky factorization of the matrix R, R = LT

r Lr,
and computes D = op(B)L−1

r . The standard theory assumes
that R is positive definite in the continuous-time case. But
the routine works also if this assumption does not hold
numerically, by using the UDUT or LDLT factorization
of R. In that case, the current implementation uses G, and
not its factors, even if m ≤ n/3.

1See http://www.slicot.de



The arrays holding the data matrices A and E are un-
changed on exit. Array B stores either op(B) or G. On exit,
if op(B) was given, B returns the matrix D = op(B)L−1

r ,
if the Cholesky factor Lr can be computed. Otherwise, array
B is unchanged on exit. Array Q stores matrix Q on entry and
the computed solution X on exit. If matrix R or its Cholesky
factor is given, it is stored in array R. On exit, R contains
either the Cholesky factor, or the factors of the UDUT or
LDLT factorization of R, if R is found to be numerically
indefinite. In that case, the interchanges performed for the
UDUT or LDLT factorization are stored in an auxiliary
integer array.

The basic stopping criterion for the iterative process is
stated in terms of a normalized residual and a tolerance τ .
If

rk := r(Xk) := ‖R(Xk)‖F /max(1, ‖Xk‖F ) ≤ τ, (8)

where Xk is the currently computed approximate solution (at
iteration k), the iterative process is successfully terminated.
If τ ≤ 0, a default tolerance is used, defined in terms of the
Frobenius norms of the given matrices, and relative machine
precision, εM . Specifically, for given G and E = In, τ is
computed by the formula

τ = min ( εM

√
n (2 ‖A‖F + ‖G‖F + ‖Q‖F ),

√
εM ), (9)

and similar formulas are used when G is given in factorized
form (see above), or when E is general. In the latter case, the
first two terms in the inner parentheses above are multiplied
by ‖E‖F . The second operand of min in (9) was introduced
to prevent deciding convergence too early for systems with
very large norms for A, G, and/or Q.

The finally computed normalized residual is also returned.
Several approaches have been tried in order to reduce

the number of iterations. One of them was to set tk = 1
whenever tk ≤ √

εM . Sometimes, this strategy produced
better results. But such values for tk appear rarely. Often,
but especially in the first iterations, the computed optimal
steps tk are too small, and the residual decreases too slowly.
This is called stagnation, and remedies are used to escape
stagnation, as described below. The finally chosen strategy
was to set tk = 1 when stagnation is detected, but also when
tk < 0.5, ε

1/4
M < rk < 1, and ‖R̂(Xk+tkNk)‖F ≤ 10, if this

happens during the first 10 iterations; here, R̂(Xk +tkNk) is
an estimate of the residual obtained using the formula (12).
The rationale of this strategy is that if the residual is small
enough from the beginning of the iterative process (or in
the first few iterations), the use of a standard Newton step
will normally reduce the residual to the minimal possible
level (depending on the problem conditioning) faster than a
Newton algorithm with small step sizes. On the other hand,
if a Newton step would be taken whenever the inequalities
above hold, not only in the first iterations, then there could
be too often switches between the standard steps and op-
timal ones, and the number of iterations for achieving the
convergence could increase, since the residuals could also
increase after each standard Newton step. The benefits of

the chosen strategy have been noticed for several algebraic
Riccati equations.

In order to observe stagnation, the last computed kB

residuals are stored in the first kB entries of an array RES. If
‖R̂(Xk + tkNk)‖F ≤ τs‖R(Xk−kB

)‖F , then tk = 1 is used
instead. The current implementation uses τs = 0.9 and sets
kB = 2, but values as large as kB = 10 can be used with a
minor change of the code. The first kB entries of array RES
are reset to 0 whenever a standard Newton step is applied.

In order to reduce the workspace requirements, without
sacrificing the efficiency of two-dimensional array indexing,
the code uses a special trick for storing symmetric matrices.
Specifically, the upper (or lower) triangle of Xk and the
lower (upper) triangle of R(Xk) are stored (concatenated
along the main diagonals) as a two-dimensional n(n + 1)
array, and similarly for G and a copy of the matrix Q, if G is
used. Array Q itself is also used for (temporarily) storing the
residual matrix R(Xk), as well as the intermediate matrices
Xk and the final solution.

If G is to be used (since m > n/3), but the norm of G
is too large, then its factor D is used thereafter, in order
to enhance the numerical accuracy, even if the efficiency
somewhat diminishes.

A. Computation of the Newton direction

The algorithm computes the initial residual matrix R(X0)
and the matrix op(A0) := op(A) ±GX0 op(E) . If no initial
matrix X0 is given, we set X0 = 0, R(X0) = Q and A0 =
A.

At the beginning of the iteration k, 0 ≤ k ≤ kmax,
the algorithm decides to terminate or continue the compu-
tations, based on the current normalized residual r(Xk). If
r(Xk) > τ , a standard (if E = In) or generalized (otherwise)
Lyapunov equation

op(Ak) T Nk op(E) + op(E) T Nk op(Ak) = −σR(Xk),
(10)

is solved in Nk (the Newton direction), using SLICOT
subroutines. The scalar σ ≤ 1 is set by the Lyapunov
solver in order to prevent solution overflowing. Normally,
σ = 1, and a value σ < 1 signals a very ill-conditioned or
(numerically) singular Lyapunov equation.

One difficulty was related to the fact that the
LAPACK [14] subroutine DGEES, which is called by the
SLICOT standard Lyapunov solver to compute the real Schur
form, does not scale the matrix. For some examples from the
CARE benchmark collection [15], this fact created troubles:
the convergence was not achieved in a reasonable number
of iterations. This difficulty was removed by the scaling
included in the Newton codes.

B. Computation of the Newton step size

The next step is the computation of the optimal size of the
Newton step (line search). An exact line search procedure
is available in the continuous-time case. The procedure
minimizes the Frobenius norm of the residual matrix along



the Newton direction, Nk. Specifically, the optimal step size
tk is given by

tk = arg min
t

‖R(Xk + tNk)‖2
F . (11)

It is proved [7] that, in certain standard conditions, an
optimal tk exists, and it is in the “canonical” interval [0,2].
Computationally, for the continuous-time case, tk is found as
the argument of the minimal value in [0,2] of a polynomial
of order 4. Indeed,

R(Xk + tNk) = (1 − t)R(Xk) − t2Vk, (12)

where
Vk = op(E) T NkGNk op(E) .

Therefore, the minimization problem (11) reduces to the
minimization of the quartic polynomial [7]

fk(t) = trace(R(Xk + tNk)2)
= αk(1 − t)2 − 2βk(1 − t)t2 + γkt4, (13)

where

αk = trace(R(Xk)2),
βk = trace(R(Xk)Vk),
γk = trace(V 2

k ).

In the discrete-time case, the same formulas are used (except
for Vk, see below) for getting just an approximation of
the optimal step, since the calculation of the latter value is
much more computationally involved. Actually, in this case
fk(t) is not a polynomial, but a rational function, and the
above formulas are obtained by replacing the denominator
by its second order Taylor series approximant at t = 0. The
approximation is useful when t is small enough. For instance,
if |t| < 1/‖GkNk‖, where Gk := op(B) R̂(Xk) op(B) T

and ‖ · ‖ is any submultiplicative norm, then R̂(Xk+1) :=
R + op(B) T (Xk + tkNk) op(B) is nonsingular, if R̂(Xk)
is nonsingular. Since tk is chosen from the interval [0,2],
the condition above is satisfied if ‖GkNk‖ < 1/2. It can
be shown [7] that if Xk is stabilizing, then either Nk is
a descent direction for ‖R̂(X)‖2

F , or Xk = Xs. But the
stabilizability property is not guaranteed, at least for t ∈
[0, 2]. When ‖GkNk‖ is large (usually, at the beginning of
the iterative Newton’s process), the step sizes tk could be
too small, and the progress of the iteration could be too
slow. A backtracking approach, proposed in [7], is used
to increase the speed of the iterative process. Specifically,
both standard Newton step and the step corresponding to the
approximate line search procedure are computed, and that
step which gives the smallest residual is selected, provided
there is a sufficient residual decrease. Otherwise, the step size
is reduced until a sufficient decrease is eventually obtained. If
this is not the case, or stagnation is detected, then a standard
Newton step is used. For DAREs, the matrix Vk in (12) is
defined by

Vk = op(Ak) T NkGkNk op(Ak) .

In order to solve the minimization problem (11), a cubic
polynomial (the derivative of fk(t)) is set up, whose roots
in [0,2], if any, are candidates for the solution of the mini-
mum residual problem. The roots of this cubic polynomial
are computed by solving an equivalent 4-by-4 standard or
generalized eigenproblem, following [16]. Specifically, let
the cubic polynomial be defined by

p(t) = a + bt + ct2 + dt3.

Normally, a matrix pencil is built, whose eigenvalues are
the roots of the given polynomial, and they are computed
using the QZ algorithm. However, when the ratio between
the largest and smallest (in magnitude) polynomial coeffi-
cients is relatively big, and either a or d has the largest
magnitude, then a standard eigenproblem is solved using
the QR algorithm. This strategy was chosen from practical
considerations, based on a large number of tests. When the
polynomial coefficients span a wide range of magnitude,
then the eigenvalue problem is not well scaled. The best
currently available generalized eigensolver (DGGEV from the
LAPACK package) does not perform any scaling, and the
results obtained in such cases could not be good enough.
On the other hand, the standard eigensolver DGEEV does
perform matrix scaling, and could provide better results, as
shown by the extensive tests performed.

There are several cases, depending on the relative mag-
nitude of the coefficients a, b, c and d. For instance, if
|a| > |b| and |a| ≥ max( |c|, |d| ), but |a| < κ (if
min( |b|, |c|, |d| ) = 0), or whenever |a|/min( |b|, |c|, |d| ) <
κ (otherwise), where κ is a threshold value, then the matrix
pencil M1 − λM2 is given by

M1 = aI3, M2 =




−b −c −d
a 0 0
0 a 0


 ,

while if |a| ≥ κ, or |a|/min( |b|, |c|, |d| ) ≥ κ, then the
matrix whose eigenvalues are computed is

M =




−b/a −c/a −d/a
1 0 0
0 1 0


 .

Similar formulas are used for other cases. In the current
implementation, the threshold κ is set to 100.

A candidate solution should satisfy the following require-
ments: (i) it is real; (ii) it is in the interval [0,2]; (iii) the
second derivative of the cubic polynomial is positive. If no
solution is found, then tk is set equal to 1. If two solutions
are found, then tk is set to the value corresponding to the
minimum residual.

C. Convergence tests and updating the current iterate

The next action is to check if the line search stagnates
and/or the standard Newton step is to be preferred. If n > 1,
k ≤ 10, tk < 0.5, ε

1/4
M < rk < 1, and ‖R̂(Xk +

tkNk)‖F ≤ 10, or ‖R̂(Xk + tkNk)‖F > τs‖R(Xk−kB
)‖F

(i.e., stagnation is detected), then a standard Newton step
(tk = 1) is used.



Another test is to check if updating Xk is meaningful.
The updating is done if tk‖Nk‖F > εM‖Xk‖F . If this is
the case, set Xk+1 = Xk + tkNk, and compute the updated
matrices op(Ak+1) and R(Xk+1), by calling the newly
developed routine MB01WR. Otherwise, the iterative process
is terminated and a warning value is set, since no further
improvement can be expected. Although the computation of
the residual R(Xk + tkNk) can be efficiently performed by
updating the residual R(Xk), the routine MB01WR makes use
of the original data, since the updating formula (12) could
suffer from severe numerical cancellation, and hence it could
compromise the accuracy of the intermediate results.

Then, ‖Xk+1‖F and rk+1 are computed, and k = k + 1
is set. If the chosen step was not a Newton step, but the
residual norm increased compared to the previous iteration,
but it is less than 1, and the normalized residual is less than
ε
1/4
M , then the iterative process is terminated and a warning

value is set. Otherwise, the iteration continues.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents some results of an extensive per-
formance investigation of the solvers based on Newton’s
method. The numerical results have been obtained on an
Intel Pentium 4 computer at 3 GHz, with 1 GB RAM, with
the relative machine precision ε ≈ 2.22 × 10−16, using
Windows XP (Service Pack 2) operating system, Compaq
Visual Fortran V6.5 compiler and MATLAB 7.0.4.365 (R14)
Service Pack 2. The SLICOT-based MATLAB executable
MEX-functions have been built using MATLAB-provided
optimized LAPACK and BLAS subroutines.

A first set of tests refer to CAREs (7) with matrices A
and B randomly generated from a uniform distribution in
the (0,1) interval, with n and m set as n = 10 : 10 : 40,
m = 10 : 10 : n (in MATLAB notation). The weighting
matrices have been set to identity matrices of suitable order.
However, besides the identity Q, the matrices Q = CT C,
with C ∈ IRp×n, and p = 10 : 10 : n, have been used. This
way, 40 CAREs have been generated. The initial matrix X0

has been computed using a MATLAB function based on [17].
Fig. 1 presents the normalized residuals for the examples

solved by the functions implementing Newton’s algorithms.
Clearly, the code implementing the standard Newton’s algo-
rithm often gave very large normalized residuals, while the
code using line search produced values close to εM .

Similarly, Fig. 2 presents the number of iterations per-
formed. Standard Newton’s algorithm needed additional it-
erations in comparison with the line search-based algorithm.

The Euclidean norm of the vectors of normalized residuals
(one normalized residual for each example) and the mean
number of iterations are shown in Table I.

The second set of tests used the examples for CAREs
from the SLICOT continuous-time ARE benchmark collec-
tion [15]. Most of these examples have small order, but could
be very ill-conditioned. There are 21 CARE examples in
this collection, but with different parameter values, chosen
as described in [15], 35 experiments have been performed.
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Fig. 2. The number of iterations performed for random examples.

Fig. 3 presents the residuals for the functions implement-
ing Newton’s method with line search and standard Newton’s
method, as well as for the MATLAB function care from
Control System Toolbox [18]. Newton’s codes have been
initialized with the matrix X0 computed by a MATLAB

function based on [17]. When X0 was not stabilizing,
X0 = 0 has been used. Newton’s solvers failed on example
(experiment) 20 and all solvers failed on example 25.

Similarly, Fig. 4 presents the normalized residuals. Fig. 5
shows the number of iterations for the Newton’s based func-
tions. Except for few examples, for which the (normalized)
residuals were much higher, standard Newton code usually
needed more iterations than the code using line search.

Some examples could not be solved by Newton’s codes,
since X0 was not stabilizing. When initializing Newton’s
codes with the solution computed by care, one or maximum
two iterations were needed to solve the CAREs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Basic theory and improved algorithms for solving alge-
braic Riccati equations using Newton’s method with line
search have been presented. The numerical results for
continuous-time AREs illustrate the advantages of using such
algorithms.



TABLE I

NORMALIZED RESIDUALS 2-NORMS AND MEAN NUMBER OF

ITERATIONS FOR RANDOM EXAMPLES

Line search Standard Newton
Normalized res. 2-norms 5.14e-14 3.87e-2
Mean iteration number 12.23 14.5
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Fig. 3. The residuals for examples from the CARE benchmark collection.
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